
Westions for Symbol it Analogy seminar, 3/30/76:

la. Please criticize the accuracy of the following statement:

To speck of a "wholly other" or of a roality existing "outside of
Wy world" or of a "non-worldly" reality le only a mythic way of
saying what is thematically/theoretically . mamod "the pre-reflexively
given horinon of my world," "the condition for the possibility of
the world." If one takes the mythic phraots literally, one then
has the unsolvable problem of trying to express thematically what
in the world—or out of it3--they could possibly be talking about.

lb. Method in Theolqm, p. 342, speaks to this same issue. The first para-

graph there reads:

On what I have called the primary and fundamental meaning of the
name, God, God is not an object. For that meaning is the term
of an orientation to transcendent eystery. Such an orientation,
while it is the climax of the self-transcending process of raising
questions, none the less is not properly a matter of raising and
answering questions. So far from lying within the world mediated
by meaning, it is the principle that can draw people out of that
world and into the cloud of unknowing.

18 theformelatioe, "the principle that can draw people out of that world and

into the could of unknowing,", a parallel to formulations like "the pre-

reflexively given horizon of the world modiated by meaning" or "the condition

for the possibility of the world mediated by uesaine? or does this phrase

from Mstpod say more than the others, i.e., does it, so to speak, intend to

point to a "horizon beyond the horizon"?
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